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This sketchbook is dedicated to the 

unrecorded pioneer Americans who 

/ashioned their own tools. Altho7!gh 

mass production has made tileir old 

tools obsolete, along ,with Early American 

individualism, these cmcient impiemerzts 

are symbols of a sincerity, an integrity, 

azd an excellency that the craft!;man 

of today might do well to emulate. 
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e sound of the word museum. Perhaps because the word root re- 
fers less to an actual collection of things than to the musing, cogitating, 
and reflecting that one does whiile beholding a collection,. 

nowadays we use the word museum to identify a big, housed collcc- 
ti0r1, ue in the days of Early America it usually meant a simple library 
or some printed co!lection of facts. There were magazinelike books, 

such as “Merry’s fl!Izlsrzlm,” and thcrc Lvcrc newspaperlike pu’ “cations, 
itic!? as “The Farmer’s itlusez~m,” but the fine word museum has since 
drifted from the \vorld of writing. ecause it is my hobby to recapture 
what I believe to be the good things of the past, I hope the reader will 
accept and enjoy my title, A Museum of Early American Tools. 

The sword magezme was first used to identifv what we now might 
call a ~rn~se~; it then meant “srorehouse,” or “housed collection” 
(powder magazine, for instance). And the first printed magazines were 

ke the newspapers of that day) printed on one piece of paper and 
folded once or perhaps twice-never in the book-form of today’s tnag- 
azine. 

resentmg my collection of drawirllgs as a museum, 1 hope that it 
will, like a scrapbook, induce musing and reflecting, and that i: will 
draw the reader back into the quite different world of Early America. 

he rambling sequence of su.bjects is no accident: I would like my 
reader to “stroh” through this book as he would through a museum. 

e might regard some of the old tools as clumsy or ugly unless we 
em in terms of the century in which they were used. A4any of 

toclay’s tools would have been considered ugly, clumsy, ;md completely 
undesirable by the early craftsmen. The steel and plastic handles we now 
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have, for exzz$e, la& the spring and “feel” of seasoned wood that es- 
eres know. Shovels were made of \vood not because of :I lack of metal 

(as many assu:me) but because it was supposed that grain a.nd apples \I’erc 
harmed by contact \f.ith metal. YPU might think of a wooden shovel 
as being short-lived, vet, although thousands of \\ooden shovels are to be 
found in antique shops and co!lecrie*=+, ahnost no early meta!~ shovels 
remain. 

Most of today’s tools have the cheapness of mass production; the old 
hand-made tools often had design that made them examples of fir,; A.. 
Lumber cut and sold as a “two bv four” was once an honest t\vo inches 
by four inches; even roda) there are people who are shocked to learn 
that WI lumber, because it is measured before being trimmed and planed, 
is soPc& at a quite untrue measurement. uiiders who constructed rooms 
:har avcre mt accurately square (and \vhy shr Ad they be?) are nou 
regarded as slipshod and careless; yet rhe old buildings have stood the 
test much better than will many \ve are now buil&~g. for the joints and 
bmces were made with much greater care than today ,~ craftsmen con- 
s&r i‘riecessarv.” Ftoor board, ‘2 x.v’pre prex7er c-p ; same \.c.!dth at one ea.- nd 

as they x.;ere as t!x other. uaint or poor workmanship? Not at ail. The 
finished effect is finer tha he monotony of today’s narrow-width floor 
boards. A building pinned together with hand-whittled wooden pins? 
We don’t have to do that sort of thing today! But if \ze built for last- 
ingness and for handing down to future generations we would do so, 
for wooden pins work much better than nails: they hold tighter, they 
don’t rust and rot the beams. 

rehire 1 was pueting this book together, my neighbor bought a good 
new saw and left it out overnight in the dew. Its shiny newness had 
given way to t orange of rust, and he telephoned me to ask for help 
in ~emov~g it., took it to clean and loaned him one of my early saws 
to use in the meantime. The old saw was one I found in the stone wall 
of an ancient barn. I[r is still sharp and clean of rust. 

ti so it goes. The craftsman of yesterday might look like a poorly 
man only before we take a longer and a better look. is tools 

pear pathetically poor, but his ways were honest and lasting 
iful to an extent that is today deemed over and above require- 

dishonest and ugly and temporary are the results 



of so man\’ modern \\~ori;ers ~\~hose conmnt aim is more to make the 
nmst money from their profession instead of producing the :::a~ honest i 
and hrautiful and lasting things. I fee! that a pod way of studying the 
conscience and personality of the ano~~,yn~ous pioneer American-so 
&at I may emulate some of his ways-is Iby collecting and analt-zins the 
tools with which he worked. 

,4s a collector of early tools, I have aiso brrn fl i~ollector of i~forma- 
rion. AmiqtLe implements hme a price fag 071 theni, ?mt fo? th i?l- 

fornzation t/m has been priceless and gratis, 1 am indebted to the meu at 
oylestovn, Shelbz4rne, Winterthur, Cooperstow?, Stairbridge, IVil- 

lim7sburg, a77d Saups. 1 le&ed nw‘.h f&m tco e.xdlent books, 
,Ifrrc.rr’s Ancient Carpel~:ters’ Tools and H’ildru7,~‘s \T’ooJwmrking 
I‘ools, am! fsonl the Early American lndzdstsies Assoc~iatiw2’s priblicntiox, 
T’he Chronicle. 
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Finding an ancient tool in a stone fence or in a dark corner of some de- 
caying barn is receiving a symbol from another world, for it gives ;,:CNI a 
particular and interesting contact with the past. h,len use:; to build nnd 
create as much for future generations a,s for their o\\‘o needs, so tt-4: 
tools have a special message for us ,nd our time. \Y’j:en you ho!d an 
eariy implement, ~.hcn vou close your hand ov:r ri:e worn wocd~n 

handle, you kno\v exactly how it felt to the crafts) 7 .;*:I w.nose hand had 

smoothed it to its rich patina. In that instant y:~ I re as close to that 
craftsman as you can bc-even closer than if y ~C i:;re in the hcaust; ;Ilat 
he built or sit in the chair that he made. In ti. i’ i~;‘;inlent yen a:~(: ge;i’ 
to another being in another life, and you are T J’. much richer. 

Why an ancient tool should be closer !J the early craftsman i.ha~ a 
modern tool is to a modern workman is not readily understood t, -- iz,>st 
people. Even the ardent collector is sometime:. unaware of the reason an 
ancient tool meant so much to its user. But reason there is. Henry Ward 
Beecher said it nicely when he explained that “a tool is but the extension 
of a man’s hand.” Whereas today’s implements are designed with the 
idea of “getting a job done quickly,” there was an added quality to the 
early implements and an added quality to early workmanship too. For, 
like the nails on a beast’s paws, the old tools were so much an extension of 
a man’s band or an added appendage to his arm, that the resulting w. ~;k- 
manship seemed to flow directly from the body of the maker and to carry 
something of himself into the work. True, by looking at an old house 
or an old piece of furniture, you can imagine the maker much more 
clearly than you can by beholding anything made today. 

The early implement was also a piece of art, as much as the work it 



fashioned, for the worker designed his tools too. In Early America the 
ironworkers forged only the cutting blade; they gave no thought to the 
design of the wooden handle and the rest of the finished tool. Plane 
blades and even knife-blades were hand-forged and sold like axe heads, 
and the craftsman was left to make his own wooden “!larid” to hold the 
“fingernail,” or cutting part. A small hand needed a small handle and a 
big hand needed a big handle; the man who used an apprentice had 
notches in his big plane that enabled the apprentice to help push it along 
with a stick. 

A man whose architectural creations followed tie Greek or Roman 
tradition would find it natural to include Greek or Roman artistic 
touches in the ornamentation of his implements. Decoration on the early 
tool, however, sprang from the pride of the maker rather than from any 
custom, 

The feeling that certain tools had souls of their own was not unusual; 
an axe might be marked “Tom” or “Jack” simply because the owner felt 
it was a companion worthy of a pet name. All this sounds strangely 

erstitious. Yet today motor trucks are often named “Sally” cr “Babe”; 
boats almost always have namp,5; even large machine tools, such as presses 
or bulldozers, are graced with pet names. 



The religious man probably felt that sacred initials or Biblical quota- 
tions might have their effect upon the work done by that tool. Perhaps 
:nindEul that the carpenter Jesus once \vork.ed Lvith such tools, some of 
the earl!- lvoodworking implements have crosses carved upon them. 

One of the finer pieces in a recent showing of modern art was a piece 
of steel that curved like a bird’s \rGrg. It was set into a square block of 
Lvood and its tnie In the catalogue vvas “Sumber 1760.” The artist had 
an even more honest sense of beauty than a sense of humor, for if you 
looked closely and Gth an informed eye, you could recognize the piece 
as the head of an Early American “goose wing” broad axe. In the back of 
the blade, the year I 760 had been marked, which, of course, explained 
the title. To many it was, at first, the most beautiful piece of art there, 
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art of a hand tool Fhat h2 rouches. ;\lost modern \F,orkmen will scoff 
at the idea, but an\- fine craitsnlan will tell \-ou that the right \vooden 
handle (!et us say,~on 3 hammer) helps vou along lvith your \vork. A 
met31 or plasric hand/c or 2~21~ an incorrect wwden handle can feel 

cad” and not “spring i?Xk” against pressure, thus causing blisters and 

slo\\ing your MW~. The proper handle’s “fzel” or “heft” is the unex- 
plainable quality that a fine violin has to the musician. T,!w Qwfonf 
History of TerhzoEn~~~ quorcs Christian tSarman’s comments on an ex- 
hibition of earl>- hand tools: “Everybody vi,ho appreciates the qualities 
of materials loves W-ood, and here uz \\:ood formed into a special kind 
of ractifc sculpture made to be felt with the hand. I remembered that 
did cra%men, \vhen they buy a new set of modern chisels, thro\\, a\\‘a\ 
TlhC h;ai;dlcs ;xtd carefuil~- lit their own. These handles, polished bright 
111. n !iL~ecin:c of use7 became part of their owners’ lives.” 

Ah.; a~~-s in the fine art of working v-ith wood, the old-time craftsman’s 
1 ,;lj(Jr;?tOp,,~ .i ,, was in his head and his h~ands and his heart. e called it 

, some now bc!ieve it \vas a “sixth sense” or an extrasensory 
e as this “knack” may be, it is the most important part of 

those small difierences that distinguish the master craftsman from the 
good workman. 

When we consider tools, \ve are dealing witk, human benefactors of 
the most primary sort. T oo s 1 increase and vary human power; they 
economize human time, and they convert raw substances into valuable 
and useful products. So when we muse on historic tools as symbols, we 

are always a~a~~~zi~g the romance of human progress. 
Although L1&iy American tools u;ere traditional in design to such an 

extent that one ian usually tell the nationality of the maker, th:re are 
almost &yays subtle differences and decorative touches in design that 
equally identify the region of American countryside from which the 
tool came. 4 collector can easily tell a piece coming from PfXi%~~‘l\r~E~~ 

from one originating in Connecticut. This distin,ctiveness was often in- 
tentional; the Early American’s urge for identification was born of pride 
0th in himself an in his time. An extraordinary awareness of life and 

time permeated our early days; when something was made and the maker 
was satisfied, it wasn’t complete until his mark and the date were added. 



things are almost obsolete before they leave the drawing 
w lucky we are that so many of the old tools and the things 

that were made with them were dated and touched with the craftsman’s 

art. 

-l_l_--- 

------ -- -- ----- 



After the Civil \‘ar, factory-made things became popular and the too1 
house was limited to such minor work as farm repairs. The Dontiny Shop 
(shon,n belox%;) was used by Nathaniel Doming IV ( 1737~18 I 2) and 
his son Nathaniel V (1770-1852). This entire shop, including manu- 
script accounts covering the period from 1762 until 1829, has been kept 
intact at the enry Francis du Pont IVinterthur Museum in Delaware. 
The visitor’s first reaction is usually “T%%at a primitive shop!” Yet the 
magnificent table standing in rhe center of the room \vas made in it. 

Courtesy, Henry Fmzcir dn Ponr Wtitertbur Mmm 
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No matter how JVU spell it (both \vays are correct), it is natural to start 
off a sketchboak of Early American implements \vith this tool. America 
was a new world of unending wood \vhere a man armed with only a 
felling axe could enter the forest and survive. With his axe he could clear 
the land of trees, cut fuel, build a bridge, a house, and furniture. IVith 
his axe he could fashion snares for game and, in a pinch, use it to prot.,~,ct 
himself against marauding Indians or wild beasts. 1vo wonder the first 
settlers carried axes in their belts and treated them \\.itii a respect like that 
of a soldier toward his slvord or side arms. 

,%s uxs true of all first American artifacts, our earliest axes lvere like 
those from abroad. They had well-curved, gracefully- fashioned blades, 
and they lacked the bulky polls such as those that identify the pure 
American design. The heavy poll appears to be for hammering (indeed 
it could have been used for such) ~ yet it was devised to serve as a weight 
to give more momentum to chopping. Few early polless axes have sur- 
vived except those traded with the Indians (trade axes). 

10 
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America’s wealth of wood and her pride in carpenter craftsmanship 
resulted in an amazing array of specialty tools. Early catalogues listed 
more than fifty patterns of axe heads alone, all doing the same jobs yet 
differing in design. Farmers and blacksmiths fashioned their own axes 
for framing and for mortising the beams of barns (shown below) or for 
felling trees (shown opposite). 

- 
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A most essential Early American tool \vas the chisel-edged broad axe. 
Thousands of them are still around, but people seeing this broad axe 
often take it for a very big and clumsy felling axe. ecause few museums 
bother either to include the tool or to explain its use, few: people real!; 
Itno\\. ho\~: it \\‘as used. ,%ctually, it \vas a kind of plane or striking chisel 
rhat early A4niericans wed for hevGng round logs into square beams. 

More than t\vice the size of a felling axe, this tool had a short bent 
Et:andle protruding outward from the side of the asc head with the bevel 
(basil or chisel-slant) on that same side. TLVO hands v.ere used; the proc- 
ess v.as called “squaring” or “hewing.” 

he American-St!-is broad axe had a I’air-sized squarish head, or poll 
(as the ocher American-style axes did); European types had none. 

Although hand-hewn timbers in old buildings are commonly called 
‘“adzed beams,” they Tvere usually broad-axed. 

Although some odd people hack up beams “to make them appear hand 
done,” the most expert broad-axe man cut the fewest axe marks, and 
those that were left were spaced nicely-never haphazardly. 



-- _~_--------,__ 



_Inj- old-timer is ~~~iiling to seii you hoxv to use a broad axe, but each one 

is bound ti; describe a dlrfere~x method. wing to ferret out the truth 
I asked e~q-one ~\-ho visited my collection-if the visitor claimed lie 
kile\~. the air:-to demonstrate broad-axing. Some “used to stand upon the 
log. h .I ri .- ..’ 11; d aiong it. e-L\. Ill? as L ei \\ $2 e ” “But you \\.ouldn’t be able to 
reach the log with so short a handle! You’d chop xwur toes off! ” \ras 

I 
TX,- I-c~~~~.. &IF t;iev msrsted, and offered to dcmonseratc. The docwr 
::!;~I~i;lg~d TO sc?v one roe back on verv nicely. 

.Actuaily, ;a \i,aik-along-rhe-ft)g method was used, but :vith a special 
broad are unlike the ancient ones with benr handles. (This is shown on 
the follo\ving page.) s for the ancienr chisel-edged broad axe, vou 
walked nlongside the log. working as you went. One man \rould sxfing 
horizontal!? (with the grain); another would hit straight do\\wvard; 
another would strike at an angle. ,4s for me, I contend there was no gen- 
erz!!x; accepted procedure. ?dercer (in Anciem Carpenters’ Tools) 
says that the triad axe was usuali~~ “held wirh both hands, right hand 
foremost. The leg face was KC against the workman’s left side and he 
hewed with both hands, not longwys with the grain but diagonally 
!lo~-xvTiL2wd acrOSS it.” 

ZiQisre us& &~ShH 
/Qy.. z% b& &f4cwPk~dnpQ& 
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The s~~a~~~~~-~~a~ led broad axe-a knife-edged axe beveied on both sides 
-\vas usuall\; used to he~v raiiroad ties. Logging railroads that make their 
ties out of softnood her, jnst t\vo sides of the log. A wee \\.as felled at 
a slight angle d at one end bv its own branches), and the hewer 
walked first up then down, flattening the sides as he went. The same 
axe \vas used both for scoring and helving! This process seems difficult 
bur nr \vas fast. 

Because this axe has a straight handle, it is often mistaken for some 
rc-hmdled an&m broad axe, ground on two sides to convert it into a 
fe1Einp axe. The only clue to its true use is that its ponderous head is i 
much too heavv FO swing sideways as an axe must be swung in felling. 

The smallest version of the hewing axe is the carpenter’s hewing 
ha&et (~below). t sometimes looks like a toy model of the big one. 

Xever used to split ~vood or to drive nails, these hatchets were used for 

dlapillg. 
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Today’s household hatchet began as the “shingling hatchet.” This had 
a flared shape with slightly rounded nail-hammering head and a nail- 
pulling notch in the bit. Because the first New iVorid roofs were 
thatched, shingling hatchets were unknown to the eariy settler. Shingling 
hatchets so often fell from roofs being worked on that roofers frequently 
had them strung for hanging at the wrist. 

he “lathing hatchet” is recognized by its flat outside contour, made 
so nails could be struck near a ceiling without hitting it. If the axe head 

are was on the inside of the bit. It soon became the favorite 
carpenter’s tooi to - 4ace the awkward cooper’s hatchet. (See opposite. 
The cooper round :.~:: ff a barrel head is using a cooper’s hatchet; notice 
how it was held to its head rather than by the end of its handle.) 

The 1790 Ar.~ > :, axe-hatchet (shown below) was a mimtture 
model of the qua: _ .eaded American axe with the.poll that outweighed 

the bit. 





The clalv hammer hasn’t changed much since about 75 AD. Aside from 
its aesthetic qualities, the Roman example shown below has a most et% 
cient design (which might do well to :~how up any day now). 

The use of n& in the 1600’s and the 1700’s vv’as more efficient then 
than novs.. The early square-cut nails, for instance, had greater holding 
power than our round nails; furthermore, they retarded splitting of the 
wood. The practice of “clinching” (bending over the protruding point) 
is no\v. regarded as poor u,orkmanship, but its efficiewy is obvious. Early 
batten doors v\ith wrought nails on the outside and bent points on the 
inside are cemented together so well that it is next to impossible to pry 
hem aprt. 

Perhaps the rarity of ancient iron hammers in America is due to the 
once widespread practice of using wooden mallets to drive in wooden 
nails (rree-nails or trunnels), even wooden nails of a tiny toothpick size. 
\,Vooden mallets were also used as striking chisels; iron hammers, orzly 
for metal nails. 
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efore \ve leave the subject of axes, the reader will be interested in seeing 
just why at was expected of the ase. Here are some standard log-house 
notches often made with only the axe. 





The idea of a sharp tool with its blade at a right angle to the handle is 
most ancient. The erican version ;ras swung in the curvature of 
the blade, with the 001 forming the radius. 

ecause of its Baring square end, the adze head had to be removable (as 
the bevel to be sharpened was on the inside and inaccessible to a grind- 
WUW). Some of the earliest adzes, hoxvever, had nonremovable heads, 
;Aich had to be sharpened with a xvhetstone. 

The shipwright’s adze had a long peg-poll for driving down broken 
nails (and ro prevent the blade from being nicked). 

As shown below, the right-angle cuts on old beams are make-ready 
scorings for broad-axe work, not so-called “adze marks.” Only on spe- 
cial “parlor beams” (these were made to be exposed) was the adze 
inrroduced; then the surface effect was from a delicate ripple to almost 
complete smoothness. 
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The word canr/e (canow and canoe in the 1600’s) described a hollowed- 
out log. I.Jn?d the Indians saw the English hand adze, they used fire to 
burn out :ne hollow portion and flint knives and shells to scrape out the 

urnei wood. Then they devised their own adze, using flint instead of 
nietal for the blade. The scoop, or scorp, became refined as the years 
went by, and, finally, it became a finishing tool. 

Maple and ash burls (wartlike bumps on tree rrunks j were first burned 
then scorped out, making the toughest and most durable of all bowls. 
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A good u-oodsman would never consider using his axe as a hammer to hit 
the head of a wedge. That would not onlv widen the eye but also would 
finally split the cheeks, finishing off the axe head forever. Yet many 
paintings of Lincoln show him splitting rails with an axe. Rails were split 
with wedges. Iron wedges (or wooden gluts) w:ere driven into the wood 
\vith a heavy maul or beetle (as shown below). 

To split shingles, laths, staves, and clapboards, a knife-type Lvedge 
cal!ed a froe or frovv (shown on the opposite page) was struck with a 
short maul known as a froe-club. In England the froe is known also as a 
fromard or rending-axe. The clapboard-maker struck away from himself 
and twisted the froe handle to split the board with the grain, while strik- 
ing away with the froe-club (see drawing). 

The froe became obsolete about a century ago, when it became cus- 
tomary to saw-cut shingles and laths. Till then, “riving” shingles was a 
favorite rainy-day woodshed job, and every household had sev~eral froes 
on hand. 

%?--x (X.. /Rt?N HOOPS;) 
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The uses of the froe were many. Very old men, too feeble to swing an 

axe, were &en the chore of splitting !<indling from logs. alf-round 
barrel hoops were also split with the froe. i%Yllow poles were split in half 
for making gates and hurdles. The early hurdle was not like our horse 
hurdle; it was a section of fence that could be lashed to other similar sec- 
tions to make a portable animal enclosure. 

Lathing was split with the froe from fresh oak, in both single strips and 
“flats.” Lath flats were split first on one side, then the other, making a 
sort of accordion piece that could be unfolded. 

The sax\’ was almost never used for cutting with the grain or length- 
litting a length of wood was so much easier. A craftsman could 

split inch-sqnare lengths from a large piece of wood in a fraction of the 
time that it would take him to saw them. 

ecause of the many uses of the froe, there is hardly an old barn left 
that doesn’t have a number of these tools tucked away somewhere in it. 
Less ubiquitous, however, are their battered mates, the froe-clubs. 
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Chairmaking \vas one of the earliest industries ot he Shakers, so it is 
natural that they were also pioneers in installing their wonderf i::! mechan- 
ical appliances onto benches so that operators could sit while working. 
The first American shingle bench may have been made in Maine or Penn- 
sylvania, but it reached its peak in design with the Shakers. 

ne Lebanon (New York) shinglemaker filled a request for j,OOO 

shingles in ecember of 1789, which, apparently, vans a usual sort of 
csutput for one operator. Shaker-made broom-vices, apple parers, nail- 
benches, and herb-cutters were installed on legs and attached to stools of 
one kind or another or designed so that the buyer could affix the appli- 
ance to a bench he made himself. To sit at work Iv-as, all of a sudden, a 
new American pleasure. 

/ 
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The Americau sa\v,-horse is now usually carpenter-made aud hastily 
knocked together by the workmau to bc discarded “after the job is 
done”; it cau also be bought ready-made, put together with “tvv:o-by- 
fours” and nmal fasteners. Either \vay the modern saw-horse is more a 
temporarv prop than a xvell-designed table. The early saw-horse, which 
had a Aat top, xvas wide enough to hold the lvood being sawed and other 
rhings too; it was usualiy a handy and permanent part of the tool room. 

An Early- American sawyer’s prop \\.as made of tmw clubs pushed 
:agairrst a raised log. A later arrangement w:as the “tackle prop,” a stick 
pushed through a forked bough; two of these could hold a lIThole log 
in place. 

The first “saw-buck” \l.as a tripod (a tilted cross with a stick through 
it) and it \vlas called a “sa\v-goat” instead of a “saw-buck” (the Dutch 
word ~~&wc meam sawgoat). So the three-legged snng-hoc became 
our four-legged saw-buck! 
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First called the “drawing knife” because you drevt. it tolvard you, the 
drawknife (or snitzel-knife. as some Pcnnsvlvanians called it) came to 
America before the Pilgrims. ut only \vith the emergence of the snitzel- 
bank, or shaving horse, which made it simpler to hold the article being 
shaved, did the dralvknife become a most favored tool. There are prob- 
ably more ancient drawknives evtanr than any other antique tool. 

The drawknife was used to taper the sides of shingles, to rough-size 
the edges of floor boards and rough-trim paneling before planing them, 
to fashion axe, rake, and other tool handles, and to make stool legs, ox 
yokes, pump handles, and wheel spokes. It is easy to see \vhy the draw- 
knife was so popular! The final finishing on much drawknife work was 

one by our next tool, the spokeshave and scraper. 
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The difference between the drawknife and its little brother the spoke- 
shave is like the difference betw:een the old open razor and the safety 
razor. The spokeshave has a regulated depth of cut. Tap the tangs and the 
cut deepens; tap the face of the blade back and it becomes more shallow. 

ften a screw heid the adjustment in place. All-metal spokeshaves ap- 
peared just before the Civil I\:ar; before that, the variety of wood han- 
dles seems endless. 

The biggest shaver was the chamfer knife, sometimes all metal, which 
ES often misrepresented (even b\- the esper:j) as a kind of fror. The sharp 
upper surface, however, shows that it \vas not designed for striking; and 
the curve-beveled blade is certainly not for spiitting. 

Although the tiny tools shown below were called “top and side 

shaves,” thev xr’ere really plants. Thev were designed for the use o C stair- 
makers, but coachmakers found them even more useful. 
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In many Lvooded areas of eighteenth-century America, farmers raised 
crops mostly for their o\vn use and derived cash only froln the sale of 
~;ood. Timber \\:as floated to its destination by means of fastening logs 
into giant rafts. Three or more “p!atfornls” \vere fastened, OIX behind 
the other, to make one long raft; steering was done by long ox-s. \L’hen 
rafts xvere sold and dismantled at the mill. irons and fastening devices 
\\.ere put into kegs, loaded on xvagons, and hauled back to the farm. Alost 
farmers ran at least one raft a !‘car in late \\.intcr (\\.hen rivers \\‘ere high) 
and busied themselves a good part of each lvinter \\ith making or repair- 
ing lumbering implements. 

\“t%itc pint for masts and spars \\.as a prime American export in the 
early 1800’s and up until the Civil \\‘ar. On such rivers as the elaware 
\vcre Boated more than a thousand rafts each spring. The largest one on 
record was z I 5 feet long, and it contained I zo,ooo feet of lumber. 

Belo\s~ is a device known as a “bow-and-pin fastener.” The square pins 
xvere driven into holes in the log; the w.ooden bow held the lash pole 

in place. 
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The so-calie “ship augers” you find in antique s ops had not, as you 
might think, anything w o with ships; they were really used for log- 
rafts, or log-ships. The Iength of these augers allovved a man to bore a 
hole while stan 

The lash-pole and wooden-pin method of building rafts \vas later re- 
pkrd 1”~ iron raft shackles and “dogs.” 

B.oose logs were “herded” into “corrals” by the owners at the mill 
(branded with the owners’ marks). The marking axe was also an inspec- 
[ion are wi& a special bark-lifting poll. 

Below you may see how the cant hook was made (in I 870 by a black- 
smith named John Peavey) into the “American peavey” by \\,edding it to 
eke jam pike. The jam pike pried, the cant hook rolled, but the peavey 
did boeh. 
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Anything that touched apples, according to the old xvay of thinking, had 
to be made of wood. Even a nail would “risk spoiling the flavor” or 
“quicken a souring.” So heavy treen-I\‘are (appliances and tools made 
from trees) was necessary in the apple industry. 

Cider was never a matter of just squeezing-there \1.2s a special art to 
“bruising” apples and leaving them exposed to air for a certain and exact 
time before pressing. Oddly, rhosc who picked eating apples carefully 
from the tree to avoid bumping them made an eiaborate ceremonv of 
crushing the same fruit \\hen making cider. 

Apples were never squeezed: “pomace was pressed.” A mash was made 
into pomace or “cheese,” then carefuliv placed bet\xeen straw mats so the 
juice could be pressed out. Th.e pomace rake, apple butter scoop, “cheese 
cutter,” and apple shovel are tools that are difficult to understand now, 
for they are lost to the times xvhen cider was America’s national drink 

and app!e butter the national spread. 





Until recently the main source of tannin for treating hides was obtained 
from oak bark, and the production of oak bark was an essentral part of 
the economy of many American farms. III April and May, bark peeled 
easily, and this was done with the spud, barking iron, and barking axe. 
The peeling chisel and adze Lvere used mostly for “debarking” cedar 
posts and cleaning logs before broad-axing. The irons and spuds were 
true tanbark tools, usually blacksmith-made to order. 

A%t first, chunks of oak bark \vere ground under Inassive stone mill 
\r:heelj that turned into a trough of stone, but as car!y as 1797 the iron 
bark mill entered the scene to create a major American industry. 

The liquor for tanning was obtained by pouring cold water on finely 
ground bark and leaving it to stand for a few days. Then it was passed 
from one leaching pit to another till the desired strength was reached. 

\ 
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Except for the double-bitted axe, these tools are rare. So rare in fact, that 
there is doubt about their true names. ne of the first dictionarv men- 
tions of the “twibii” calls it “an iron tool used by Paviers” (road-bui!d- 
ers). This \vouid make it a sort of grubbing hoe. Another describes it as 
a tx\in-billed hoe-an -knife for beans and peas. One old dictionary says 
the “tCvei” is “among Carpenters, a tool to make Tortoise Holes.” We 
must assume this definition \vas dictated to a printer who mistook “mor- 
tise” for “tortoise.” 

1 \\~OU! guess that all two-bitted hatchets might have been at some time 
sdied “rwin-bills, ” “tx~ibils,” or “t~\&%s.” Still used in England to cut 
hurdle mortises, the twisel there is called “tomyhavvk,” “dader,” or 
“e\y&Jiij.‘T 

The ice hatchet, adze-hatchet, and hatchet-adze were American, but 
only the 17ankee double-bit remains. From Maine (about 1840) it was 

esigned with one razor-sharp bit that could do fine work and one less 
sharp for rough work. It also provides a means for being held (by sinking 
ir mto a s:umY, -1 for fil& Arh-- hit 5 r‘rl,ii “II. 
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There are so many kinds of chisels that it is difficult to establish definite 
nomenclature; yet, on the opposite page, we have attempted a general 
classification. The firmer (or firming or forming) chisel is the basic 
chisel design; it did a great many jobs, ?ut one special use \vas to cut the 
superfluous wood from two auger holes to make a mortise. The framing 
chisel is a heavier version, and it xx-as used largely in rhe cutting of tenons 
to At the mortises. 0th of these tools are wood-handled (usually sock- 
eted) and were designed to be struck with a mallet. The socket-end can 
be struck bare, xvithout the handle, though a good craftsman seldom 
did this. 

The short, stout mortise chisel is almost square, a one-purpose tool. 
The giant paring chisel, known as a slick, has a big blade that curves very 
slightly toward the bevel; it was designed, not for striking, but to be used 
with two hands (often with some shoulder help) like a giant plane. Big 
framing chiseis are often misnamed slicks; if the curve is evident, it is 
a slick; if not, it is a giant framing chisel. 





hat many call a “round chisel” is really a “gouge.” The story told on 
the opposite age is that the earli-.. r gouges were usually all metal (black- 
smith-made from the Old \Vcrld) and copied in this country in larger 
form for use with wooden handles. 

he 1775 gouge in the illustration has an interesting story. It was 
6 iound in a stone fence. Bright and silverish, its edge is keen; it has no rust. 

ow farm-bound bog iron, privately smelted, hammered together at a 
farm forge, could be better in any way than today’s steel is a mystery. I 

red the best chisels (the most expensive, that is) by leaving 
rain alongside this ancient tool. The new tool’s edge was 

dulled, and rust appeared within a few days. 
The legend 1s that early surface ore contained much manganese and 

was purer in iron content. It is also believed that the use of charcoal gave 
purer carbon content and made a superior iron. 

The chisels shown below had individual uses; some were used as bark 
scrapers, others as beam smoothers (like big planes). ut I cannot find 

them listed or catalog&. Some ice chisels are similar, but thev lack a 
tilted bit (see below-x). 
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lanes, made as much to look at as to o a job, often had 
~~sc~i~tions and floral carving. ut the completely ~t~l~t~ia~ American 

lane, except for an occasional graceful handle, usually resembled a box. 
Looking alike, a nest of small lanes in the average car enter’s chest often 

ed thirty or more. erhaps because of their plainness, or their quan- 
tity, they never caught the collector’s fancy. Not long ago in Vermont, 

buy them by the barrel as firewood for five dollars. That in- 

From the big ones (“long” planes) down, these either leveled the SUP 
face or fit pieces (side by side) together. Leveling was called “trying” 
and “trueing”; fitting was called “jointing.” 

ith the trying plane (top, opposite) was a smaller bench plane called 
a jack plane and a larger (now rare) mate, the long jointer, or floor plane. 

ut all other planes bow to their granddaddy in size, the cooper’s long 
jointer, which was used upside down on a pair of legs to work the piece. 

estricted in use mostly to joining barrel staves, this plane sometimes had 
two blades-one for rough, one for fine cut. 
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The grandest plane was the croxvn moulding plane. That large strip 
betwcc:: the wall and ceiling was the identification of a fine room as well 
as the Inark of the crafxman. No workman even carried about so large a 
tool and few owned one; instead the ordinary workman improvised with 
the basic “hollow” and “round” planes to make a moulding that the 
crown could do at one sweep. 

The big crown plane was so heavy that it had bars for the apprenrice 
to pull it by rope C I). Or, idoped once or twice around a mill-wheel shaft 
(z), it could be pu!id by tightening the rope, released by loosening. 

Some crown planes had an apprentice pulling stick (3); others had a 
bar screwed across rhe front of the stock (4); others had two bars that 
slid into the front and back of tile stock (f), with a notch for a second 

rentice to push by stick. 
The simplest moulding plane made a bead, but even this design came in 

sees of eight (from an eighth of an inch to a full inch), so you can see 
how a well-equipped carpenter’s chest often had twenty or more mouid- 
ing planes. 





Most American carpenters call it a “rabbit”; the British call it a “rebate.” 
it is really the “rabbet plane” that ‘?&bets” out a cut in the sides of 
boards, so that they may be overlapped and. joined. This was the popular 
way of joining before milled tongue-and-groove. 

rst ranber and the long rabbec plane have fences (overlapping 
strips) to guide the plane along the end of the board (as shown on the 
opposite page). Bxause the little rabbet stands flat without a fence, it 
needs a strip of wood naiied along its route to guide it before it can prop- 
erty cut a rabbet in a boar 

T,ese planes vary in design, some throwing shavings to the right, 
some to the left, some co both sides. Some irons have blades set, instead of 
at a right angle, on a skew to the stock to avoid tearing the wood. Rarer 
is the pistol- p-handled rabbet. \\~hich lacks the usual wedge for hold- 

ing the iron. elow is the rabbet salv, rarely used except in stairmaking. 
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The plow, plane did the simplest job, ycr it looks like the most compli- 
cated of tools. Pt just makes a groove. \Ye use tongue-and-groove cuts 
for flooring and sheathing without realizing ho\~ recent this practice is. 

efore the “tongue” \vas popular, t\\w grooves \vere placed against each 
other, and a “spline” xvas driven into the “tunnel” to join the two pieces 
together. For paneling, a tongue was not planed, but a “feather edge” 
was set into the groove. 

The adjustable plo\v had its fence attached to the pllne bv two arms 
that slid through the plane stock and made secure by wooden wedges. 
B,ater the square arms became t\x’o long round screws with threaded 

knobs to hold them secure. 
The unadjustable pIo\v and unadjustable tongue plane came in pairs 

(“tongue-and-groove sets”), and there \vas also a combination of the 

t\vo, set into one stock (see follo\~G~g pages:. 
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Omitting various madding plana and special planes (such ar those illustrated on 
the opposite page), the above advertisement of the r8oo’s lists wme of the basic 
planes that the average carpenter was likely to have in his chest. As many of these 
planer came in sets of eight, the army of old-time wooden planes seem over- 
whelming. 
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rhe frame saw an the open sa\j’ \vcre in use during the first Atneri- 
can settlements. The open salv is very much like irs modern counterpart, 
but ir had a handle like that of a knife and it \\.as long enough to be used by 
two hands. Americans enjoyed using xvood in their tools, and the wooden 
frame saw was most qxtlar. Metal was hard to come by, and the frame 

the advanrage of needing only the narrowest blade. 
Saw ~orne~~~at~re is uncertain, but- the most common division is that 

of “open” and “frame” types. The bow saw (again a frame type) was 
stretched taut between t\vo arms by a twisted cord (or by rod and 
scre-ci-) ; ehe saw bla was readily turned by twisting the handles, making 
it easy to saw curv 

The buck saw is a bow frame type, but its blade is stationary and 
heavier, and a long handle has been added. To “buck” logs was to saw 
them into proper lengths; hence, the buck saw is a woodsman’s saw. 
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The frame saw looks clu~nsy to us mnv, but actually it was nluch more 
of “an extension of the craftsman’s hand” than the modern ~a\\;. You can 

cut straight or around corners with it and allvavs see ~hcre the blade 

\vas cutting. The modern sa\\’ blade is lvide, al~.avs covering the spot 
it is cutting, and is restricted to a straight cut. 

The terms “chairmaker’s sa\r’, ” “felloe (also "felly") saw,” “turning 

sa\v, ” etc. are difficult to pin to one model txcause each design over- 
lapped the other in size or shape at one time or another. The frame sa\\’ is 
“strained” in the center and t\vr) stretchers keep it taut; the ho\\: saw is 
strained on one end, 114th a stretcher cord (or rod) on the other. 

The finer the \vork to be done the finer the saw; some frame saws are 

pieces of art both to work with and to look at. 
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Its teeth raked to cut downward, the long pit saws (both open and 
framed) did most of the earliest American plank-sawing both from 
trestles and in pits. The open type was more recent in the New World 

than the framed model. Factory-.made, the open pit saw was used until 
the late 1800’s. 

There ~uvs m mx-ient open plank smx (see below) that xorne collectors regard 
JS ml ope?t pit SIIZL‘, but the curved blnde mzd snatching handles indicate otherwise. 





~~ltbougb awls seem no more than sharp points with handles, there are 
ose who collect them as basic tools. The awl and punch enter wood by 

“spreading” the fibers apart; the ream, auger, and gimlet “cuts.” The 
“burn auger” ( I) was fired to a red-hot point that burned its opening in 
the tvood; then it was twisted to make the hole deeper. The “wood 
punch” (2) v;as h ammered into the wood, and vvas twisted both for 

deeper cut and for release. The “ream awl” (3) had sharp corners that 
acted as cutting agents. 

The “gouge bit” (split-quill) \vas round-ended, like a gouging chisel; 
if water was put into its cavity it vlyould run out the end. If water was 
dropped into a “spoon bit” or “pod auger,” it would stay in, for the nose 
of the bit scoops upward into a twist (A and ) . The “twisted cylinder” 

bit, neither podlike nor triangular, has parallel sides, one of which is a 
cutting edge. The cutter of the nose auger is shown below, along with 
the same device on a spiral-ribbon bit. 
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I Ta enlarge a hole, you may “ream” it xvith a tapered blade; to be sure, 
the hole ~41 be tapered too, but often (as \\,hen you are cutring a barrel 
bung-hole or a lvheei hub-hole) this is just what you n;ant. The biggesr 
of all reamers is the \\~hecIwright’s hub reamer; often it reaches a length 
oI three feet and weighs as much as t\vcntv-five pounds. Some of these 
can still be found \~irl:ollt handles and with strange hooks. Oddly 
enough, the experts have not decided just how these were use& ut I 
rigged xp a wagon wheel on a x\,heelwright’s bench, then put a hooked v 
reamer through the hub, \vhich I had Lveighted \\ith seventy-five pounds. 
\Vieh two men turning a very long detachable handle (which might ex- 
i:iain the missing handles on so many of these blades it Ivorked nicely). 
\a’ith an ordinary reamer, a man eserts about half his lvcight dolvnward; 
this can be bettcred \vith a seventv-f&-pound weight plus the twenty- 
five-pound weight of the tool itself. 

Tap augers and hub reamers xl’erc usually sharpened on one blade 
(on the inner side). 
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Recently a “revolutionary speed bit” xas introduced for electric drills. 
Actually it is an adaptation of an early “button bit” (A) and (B) and has 
the same design as the “center bit” (c. 1794) with which the pioneer 
American started trunnel holes in his buildings. For shallow holes or to 
st2rt a boring, it cut dol,vnward without pulling shavings upward as the 
big spiral bit does. Center bits, therefore, which were never put on bar 
handles, Lvere used with a brace. 

The four tvpical lvooden bar handles sho\\n are generalizations; be- 
cause SO many men made their own handles, it is difficult to pinpoint the 
date of a handle from its design. I have kvorked out these estimates, from 
the handles in my own collection, in the hope tha.t this information might 
be helpful in dating tools in other collectiox 

It seems incredible that a man could turn the huge bits that some augers 
have. The job was made easier in the 1800’s by a two-handled drill 
(shown opposite) ;an adjustable mode1 came out in the I 860’s that drilled 

at any angle. 

- 
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The early American bitstock or brace \vas made of native seasoned hard- 
wood. Some of the earliest were made of natural-shaped roots or boughs 
(see drawing in center, opposite page). Oak and hickorv \l’ere most .’ 
commonly used although the burl-n,ood bitstock xl’as also prized. 

Most early braces (particu!arly in 740~ England) were “bitred” in a 
permanent manner; the bir \vas moulded into a metal xvad and fitted tightlv 
into a square \\,ooden chuck (somerimcs ferruled), and this square chuck 
\j,.as wedged inro the stock to stay. 

The revolving buttons were nlasterpieces of xvoodu-orking, for most 
of those on the earliest braces still work nicelv and are not even cracked. 

utton \vas either “stayed” by a wooden pin through the shaft and 
A), or the shaft was “stayed” by a “Cotter-pinlike” peg (B). The 

natural-shape stock’s button was loose, staying in just by pressure. (As 
some braces were rested against t chest-and therefore needed a bigger. 

and flatter button-this brace ma7 ave had intercl- &e buttons, one 

for the hand and one for the chest.) 
. 
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ne of the most popular pages of the monthly publication of a tool coi- 
lectors’ club is its “Whatsis Colurn~~” Antique gadgets that stump the 
experts are frequently turning up. 111 the era of hand-made tools, it was 
logical that one-of-a-kind implements \\.ere created-the man who cus- 
tom-made his o\vn tools could allow himseif the luxury of making tools 
ro meet I?is needs. Then, too. there were devices that had man\’ uses. 
Ladders lvere used as tobacco driers; the bars of a ladder-back chair held 
candleholders; meat hooks doubled as grappling hooks that retrieved 
things from the bottoms of wells. If you think it strange that a hook was 
so necessary to a household, remember that the well \vas used many times 
a day, that foods needing refrigeration were often lowered into it. Items 
lost beneath the water could not, of course, be seen, so they could be 
rerrieved only by groping. The xvell hook was used as much as any other 
implement of the old-time household. After all, who wanted to drink 
water from a well filled with old pails? 
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Although nails and hooks and tacks and hundreds of other iron imple- 
ments were ammered out by farmers all over the countrvside, it was 
recognized as fitting that each item have its own sizes and patterns. 
The nails made in Maine look quite like the nails made in New Jersey, 
both in proportions and design; only an expert can tell a difference. Pco- 

le were religious about conforming to tradition; thev had a profound 
reverence for accepted design that \-l;e nowadays feel is decadence. 

ere are a few things that are of the past that you might find in old 
attics or barns, each thing for a special use. The stock-knife shaped 
wood, the naili pick dressed millstones, the barrel-scrape cieaned out 
barrels, the “commander” pushed beams “home” and into their mortises. 

When I was trying to move a barn, I found a “commander” of better 
use than two men working with sledgehammers, and was pleased to see it 
sending beams into place without disfiguring them as the iron sledges did. 
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“Sleds” were for winrer; “sledges” were used year round. Tools the 
sledges were. If you would wish to learn the value of the sledge, try 
p”tting an ordinary house biOOi3 beneath a heavy trunk or object you 
wish to move. With someone then lifting one end, a child can easily 

ull the broom an its load across the floor. Farmers pulled unbelievable 
loads (on wooden runners) across grass on which a wheel would have 
sunk and become imnossible. \G’e know of the “stone boar,” but the I 
Early American farmer had a number of other sledge-type devices before 
the wheelbarrow. A sledge could be pulled by horse or ox through forest, 
a:td over rocks and onto the farm in winter ice or spring mud, whereas 
a wheeled vehicle could not. A wheeled vehicle is higher off the ground; 
this makes it inconveniently high for lifting loads into and it does tip over 
easily. So, harvesting and haying and moving rocks, dung, maple syrup 
barrels, etc. \vas done by sledge rather than wagon. 

ere you may see a few of these early sliding devices. It might be 
safelv said that for every wagon on the Early American farm, there were 
three to ten sledges. Fven the hand-puhed model, like that shown below, 
was used until the early I 800’s. 
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The E,arly A%illcricm \\.as an artist at lifting and 1110ving heaver objects. 

Foundations and stuilc’ fcilces \i’ere built with the lever principle azic! a 
few gadgets as \I-ell as \\:ith the help of osen. IsLperts are often stumped 
by rile strange houks a~;d loops of irw with teeth in them that are found 

in old barns. he hx uue blacksl~llith-Inadc jack hooks for moving 
!WIllS and logs :md stoIlcs. ‘he lever was an\- hand\- tree limt); the 
ionger. the more leverage. 

The ~bqm jacks” you find in antique shops mxre used for man!; pur- 
poses. C:arpentc~s, framers, blacksmiths. and \\~hecl\\-righ:s included tllese 
jacks iv, their list of shop tools. Some of them are made entirely of m,ood 
(xuaily ash or hickor!-) ; and the!, have outlasted many automobile jacks 
that hsve rusted away and ended in the junk pile while the wooden jacks 
mz as good ac the\- \\.ere a centur\. aqo. c 

bee d UH,W hor7d/e s.rdded do li7e worK, 
______-------- 

---jr-- 
---v- ----- -_____ 

______- --- --.-.--s-m..- _______ - -:.2 
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“Smith” from “smite,” “Hack” from “black metal” (as distinguished 
from silversmith bright\Icrk), the %lacksmith” LITas the Early American 
handyman. e made nails, hinges, sled runners, anchors, scvthes, hoes, 
utensils, axes, hooks, and every kind of tool. In rhe middle 1800’s he 
began taking over the farrier’s work of horseshoeing; till then the farrier 

veterinary too. 
lacksmith tool design has not changed very much except for the 

hazehvood withes that held all upper tools (chisels and wages). Hardly 
an implement or utensil cannot be traced to the earlv blacksmith. 
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Lacking in beauty, the “nail header” is hardly a collector’s prize, yet its 
plainness does not adequately explain its infrequent appearance in antique 
shops. Considering how farmers made nails by the thousands during 
\vinter months around the forge or fireplace, the rarity of headers is a 
mystery. 

~lachinc-cut nails taper onh- on tx{.o sides; wrought nails on four. 
‘l‘he most comnton “rose nail” had four hammer hits (if done by an expert); 
the head of the “clasp nail” had sharp downward sides to cut into the 
surfuce; “plancher nails” had T-shaped heads to hold down flooring; the 
“scupper” nailed leather (as for a bello\vs). Though our “brad” is a 
wail-headed nail, the word once meant “broad” and the “brad” was such 
a nail for planks. 



,, 
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A curricr did UO~ curry horses. is craft was to scrape and soften the 
rough hides after the tanner had treated them. The tamler’s tools, so wet 
and mess,y when being used, were seldom things of beauty, but their lines 
were traditional and graceful. The tanner’s knives had delicate curves to 
fit the curve of the tanner’s beam. 

The currier’s beam xas flat, just as his knife was. The shaving knife 
(atso called beamer or head-knife) had a soft stee: blade with its fine 
edge burred over (recurved) into a minute scraper form. This delicate 
edge needed constant turning with a “turning steel” and lifting with a 
“fi!lgc’ std.” \vhich \r:as kept hand\ betw:een tl,vo fingers as the beams- 
man kvorkcd. (This recurved edge will have disappeared from wear and 
corrosion on ancient tools.) 

Farmers made their own leather for shoes, hinges, and harness, so old 
barns often have such tools about. 
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Early ~v~e~~~vr~g~l~ rook were not much different from those of hard- 
wood joinery excepr for those shown here. The process of putting a 
wheel together is illuszated belou~. The tire (iron outer rim) was made 

y the ~lac~srn~r~. After the tire was made hot in a bed of ashes, it was 
applied to the ~~odcn ~vheel, and then cooled quickly. The contraction 

tened the tire, and held the whole wheel rogether with a tremendous 

force. 

is #7orticed 
receive spokes 




